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Admission is only possible with a current negative Covid-19 test (PCR or rapid
test from a test centre). Proof of vaccination is also accepted.
A list with contact details of the guests present is kept, which can be requested
by the health authorities if necessary.
Occupancy/ Sanitation:
Only single rooms are allocated and double rooms are available on request if
participants are from the same household or are a couple.
If permitted, tents and campers can be set up at a distance of 2 m. The
associated showers/ sanitary facilities can also be used.
The respective showers/wc may be used individually. When waiting and
accessing, a distance of 2 m must be kept. Disinfectants are available on site.
These rooms will be cleaned and disinfected several times a day.
Seminar room use:
A seminar room size is guaranteed by the house in which each person can keep
a distance of 2 m from other persons. The organiser/course leader will ensure
that these rules are adhered to.
Catering:
If buffets are allowed, hands must be disinfected at the beginning of the buffet.
Guests must also keep the prescribed distance at the buffet and wear a mask.
This also applies to those who have a medical certificate dispensing them from
wearing a mask, as it is only a matter of a few minutes.
If no buffet is allowed, food must be collected in portions.
Dining tables are placed so that people from 2 households can eat at one table
and other guests are 2 m apart.

Mandatory masks:
In buildings, masks are compulsory as a general rule. The mask can be removed
when eating.
Passages:
Passageways are marked in the building. Routes to the reception, to the dining
rooms etc. and out are marked as passageways. In other words, there are
separate entrances and exits to the common rooms.
Any parallel group can reach their respective rooms without encountering the
other group. For this purpose, the assigned paths and rooms must be observed.
This also applies to dining rooms.
General hygiene:
The surfaces that are regularly touched by various guests and staff (such as
door handles; toilets) are disinfected daily. In addition, disinfectants are
available at all these places.
Symptoms:
Only people who do not have Covid-19 symptoms are admitted. If any
symptoms develop during their stay, the person concerned must isolate
themselves here and take a test, or leave.
The following emergency number has to be called from the room: 01701977571.
In case of non-compliance with the rules, the person concerned must leave.

